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A congruence for the class number of a cyclic field

1. Introiluction. Let gt be anodd prime and ( a primitive p-lh rcob

of unity. In this paper we consider the subfields of the cyclotomic field -F

generated by ( over the rational number field 0 .

Pnt, gt - I : ab willt I < b < p - L and denote by K the subfield

of -[' whose degree over Q is a . Denote furt'her by 7o and Ko the maxi-
mal real subfields of "F and K , respectively. Then K and' Ko are cyclic

field.s and, in addition, 1{ is real (K: Ko) or imaginary depending on

v'hether b is even or odd.
Moreover, suppose that the class numbers of J| and 1{ are

H : HrHz, h: h1h2,

respectively, where the first factors ä, and h, ate integers (the so-called

relative class numbers of xl/,|oand KIK) and the second factors H, and.

h, are the class numbers of 7o and /(e, respectively. It is known trhat H,
is divisible by h,, and I/, divisible by h, (see, e.g., [2, p. 778] and [1, p.

21el ).
Denoteby r aprimitil'e

residue of ?'' (mod p), Define
root, (mod p) and by rs the least positive

8rfr'

with integral coefficients q": (rr"-r- r")lp. C1ixr'rz14) has proved that
m-l

fr ,p (r'"-t) - * H rG' (^od p) ?

fl: 1

where *: * (p - t) and G' is an explicitly given integer (see [4],
formula (2.16); note that the symbol G' here stands for Cenr,mz's CG;r).
X'urthermore, this congruence gives, because of a connexion between its
left side and är, a congruence

r: * HrG (modp) ,

where G is an integer ([4, pp. 3f -33]; see (16) below). From this one c&n

see, among other things, the well-known fact trtrat H r: 0 (mod p) implies

Ht:O (mod p).
We shall generalize (l) as follows.

p-Z

§:0

(1)
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Theorem l. If K is imaginary, then

*r 
lr, ,r'*-') - * hrLs (mod p) ,

where u : * o : (p - l)l2b anil, G5 is an'integer (see (I3) below).

Theorem 2. If K 'i,s real, then

c- I

TTrrP lru"-') : { h2G6 (modp) ,

where du ,is an'i,nteger (see (15) below).

The proofs of these theorems are similar to that of (1). X'or Ö : I we
have Gt: G' so that theorem I contains the result (l) as a special case.

The theorems express a dependence between h, and Ilr, discussed in
more detail in section 6. Here we mention the following

Corollary. If K isapropersubfield,of I, then hr:0 (modp)im,plies
Hrlhr:0 (modp).

It should be mentioned that problems associated with the divisibilitl'
of the class numbers of cyclic fields are also investigated e.g. in [9] and [10]
(see also references given in these papers).

2. A preliminary lemma. Let' /'(r) denote the derivative of the func-
tion ./(r). In the follou,ing v'e shall write briefly (f'lf) (r) for f'(")lf@).

Lemma. Denote

f*(*) - (l - *'*) (I - e-"') , g-(r):1,"-r(r)ff,,(r) ,

where w is an'i,nteger. Then

p-2
e@*lg-) (C) : 2r* 

"10(q"_* 
- t) I'"

witht:+(r-l).
Proof (cf . 17, p. l25l). We begin with the relation

p-l
(2) (1 -6)årC":-?
that can be easily verified. X'rom this it follows that
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p-2
(1 +4) i(1 -6) :-r-ZP-Llor"C'".

Making the substitution (f : ('-) and applying the result' to

e(fllf.)(6) :-r'(1 + r.',*)l$-c'-)
we obtain

o-2

C(f;tf.) (6) : r'(r + 2p-i>r,C'**") .

This yields further
o-2

C@-lg-) (O : r*(r - I + zp-,'Z (rr"-,. - r") f'-o*)

so that, by definition of q" urrd b".uo." of
n-2'2e* - - t,

we have
o-2 P-2

c@.|g.) 11) : r-p'l q"c'-*" - (r - 1)'> 6"") '
s:0 s:0

From this it is seen that the assertion of the lemma is true.

3. Relation between the funilamental anit circular units. Consider

first the case of imaginarv K . Then Ö is odd and a even, o : 2'tt' '
Put

e(C) :qU,t - a'u'*') / (1 - C'u\Yr'

(3) b-r: {J:[ go"(c)]'t" ,

where by the exponent $ is meant the positive square root (for 1r,"(C) ,

see the above lemma). The numbers

e((') (i:0,...,u-2)
are the circular units (Kreiseinheiten, cf . 12, p' 46Il or [5, p. 23)) of K*
We denote by / the regulator of this unit svstem, i.e.

/: ldet (log 
"(C"*")) i (i,n - 0,. ..,lt - 2).

Let elll(i - 1'.,.'u-l) be a system of positive fundamental

units of Ko; then the regulator of 1(o is
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.E: ldet,(loge;(("")) i (j:1,... ,%-l; n-0,...,u-2),
and it is known that

h2: / lR
(see, e.g., [2, pp. 461--462]). By writing

. u-I(4) e(C"): ll";(()'n (i: o ,...,u - 2)
j:1

u,'here the r,ls arc rational integers, we further get for h, an »integral»
expres§ion

(5) hr-- *det(ra) (i:0,...,%-2; j: 1,. ..,u- !).

Now, consider (4) with a fixed 'i as an equation in the field .F' . Replace
( by an indeterminate r and note that' the equation thus received holds
for r: e , e2,.. ., -fo-'t. Hence we ha.tre

where A@) is a polynomial with rational integral coefficients. After
differentiating logarithmically, multiplying b), r and setting 2 - | n e

obtain

(ol r'c"(e'ldG'\ a aiirc":\'r,,q6j1r)@ (i:0 ,...,% - z),
s: I j: I

where Mr: (DG) Ie(i") is an integer of .F. (Cf. [s, pp. 3-4].)
The second case where ff is real is fully analogous to the above case.

Here, one need only replace u by «, -- 2tr, er-erJ*rvhere in this section and,
in addition, b by lb in (3).

,4. Proot of theorem 1. We turn back to the case u.here K is imagi-
na,ry, and consider the equation (6).

Put ),:l- { andlet d,t (d:0,...,1{-2) berationalintegers
such that

Mr: d,, (mod l.) .

Since p : s)P-t, where e is aunit of F , wehave by (2)

p-1

L rf : 0 (mod 2P-') .

Consequently

rr-- I

-t
J--L
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p-l P-2
(7) aiZ t|:" : d;>r,('" (mod P) '

r: I s:0

Making use of our le,mma we infer from (3) that
b-l p-2

[:0 s:0

and, further.

P'2 b-1.

we ,orv rvrite 
§:o k:o

p-2
c@llil(0:"10"6'" U:1, "',% - l) 

'

where the c7,'s are rational integers, and substitute this with (7) and (8)

into (6). Thus rve get

p-2 b-r ^ P--2

s:Ö }Ii s:o
(9) p-2 u-r

s:o l: I

Comparing coefficients we can then conclude that the following rational

congruenees hold:

b-I r-l

(I0) 
,är'*t,0"-i-rtu - 

t) { d,rr"-,1r,,"," (mod1o)

(d : 0,...,'tt- 2i § : 0,'..,P - 2)'

The next step consists of multiplying both sides of (10) by v(2tb"-t1"

(n:1,..,,% - I) and summing over ,s. By virtue of

o-2') r(zb"-r)":0 (modp),

;J 
rur{2bn-r), ='t'rru,"- o (modp)

s:0 s:0

this yields

p-2 b-l P-2 tt-l

,lO f:O s:0 j:r

(r:0 ,... 
"tL 

- 2 i lL: ! ,.,,,% - 1) '

Here, the double sum on the left can be written in the form
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ä-l p-2

2 rt*o" f r(ztn-rlF+ithu)q" :
'i:0 

r:0
ö-l p-2

2or'b"(t+r""\ 2 r(""-')"q" - gr2bni q, (r'u"-t) (mod p) .

Defining, in addition,
p*2

Ci":Zc1"r(2b"-t)' U,n : 1,.. .,u - l)

we see that (ff) reduces to

brru,r rlr(r2u"-r, :"l rrr1, (mod p)
j:t

(i : 0,,..,lt- 2l n, : 1,.,.,u- l).
X'rom this, using (5) and denoting

D:det(r'ö"i) (i: 0,...,,u-2i n:1,...,u- I ),
C : det (Ci) (i,n : 1,...,u - l),

we get that

(12) b'-rDfi ,p g't'-') - f hrC (mod, p).

The determinant D ,:0"r"* of Vand.ermonde type, equals, except for
sign, the product of all ,'u'_ r'oo, where l<d<n{u_ l.Ilence
D + 0 (modp), and we may set

(13) Go: bL-"D-rC (modp) .

Combined with (12) this proves theorem L
We remark that the numbers D-1 and C, occurring in (I3). of eourse

depend on ä, i.e., on the subfield .I{ in question.

5. Proof of theorem 2. Leb the field ff be a real one. Then we see,

by the final statement of section 3, that (8), and further (9) and (10) hold
with ö replaced bV *b and u replaced by a. We multiph'both sides
ofthisnew (10)by 7(ö"-r;' (n : L, ., ., a,- t) andsumover s. Proceeding
as in the proof of theorem t we finally arrive at

(r4) (+b)"-'Dfr,p @'"-') : * h,0 (modp) ,

where
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p-2
D : det (rb"il, A : det (Ci^) , 0,*:Zocr"r@"-'\'

(d:0,...,ct -Z; i,?L:1,...,d-1) .

As before, D + O (mod p) . Thus, by setting

(15) Go: 2"*rbr-"D-ra (mod p)

we see from (14) that theorem 2 is proved.

6. Resiitues of II, anil Ir, (moil P). As is well-known,

Hr: (- t)-zpfr fzef{ir"Z(2n-r)" ,

where Z is aprimitive (e - 1) t;;oot of ,rnr' (See, e.g., [5] or [6, pp'

377,430]. In the literature the expression of är, as regards the sien, is

frequently incorrect,.) Furthermore, if K is a proper imaginary subfield

of -F , then

ht: (- \"zfi Pp1-{f r"Z(2n-l)Ds

(see, e.g., [2, pp. 46L,776)). 
n:l s:o

Assume now that r is a primitive root (mod p2) so t'hat, r* f I is

divisible by p but not by p2. When studying the residues of H, and h,

(mod p) one has to observe that
p-2

(rZ - l) P-t lrr"Zo" : tP (r') (mod P) ,

where a is any integer and p a prime ideal factor of p in the (p - I)-th
cyclotomic field Q@). From this it can be easily deduced that

Hr- 2'-^P('^ + 1)-1 fi 'P 
V'"'') (modP) ,

and further, as shown in [4, P. 32], 
n:r

(16)
rfl-l

H t - 22-* fr v (r'"-') (mod p) .

Analogouslrr, we find that

(17) hl - zt-*(r'*1)-'frV(r?'-l)å) (modp)

and

(18) H ,lh1 : 2u-**'(," + 1) TJ 'P 
(r'"-') (mod p) ,
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where the last product contains those rp (r'"-') from (16) that do not occur
in (I7).

Nou, hr, the class number of Ko, is by theorem I related with the
product of those ,p(r'"-') from (f6) where 2n - L is of the form2bnr- |
(nt: t,...,% - I). Since these g(r2"-') occur also on the right side of
(18), we see that our corollary is true in the case of imaginar-v 1l .

On the other hand, if -I( is real, then hr : I and, by (16) andtheorem
2, hr:O (modp) implies Hr:0 (mod?), so that the corollary is
proved also in this case. - Note that the latter case is trivial in view of
the previously known facts about class numbers, mentioned in section l.
Indeed, if ä, is divisible by p, then so is ä, and hence also ä, .

We finally recall that, for n - l,. ..,ffi-L, ',1,(r'"-'\:0 (modp)
if and only if Br*:- 0 (mod p), where the B,'s are the Bernoulli nlmbers in
the even suffix notation (see [6, pp. 431-432]). This together with (16)

gives the known criterion, due to Kuurvrnn [7], for the divisibility of ät
by p.Tt is seen from (17) that an analogous criterion for h, reads as follows:
ä, is divisible by p if and only if the numerator of at least one of the
Bernoulli numbers Bp^.r1t1r (n : l, . . ., il) is divisible by p . (Another
proof for this is presented by Canr,rtz in [3].) l\l[oreover, applying theorems
I and 2 we find that if å, is divisible by p , then so is the numerator of
atleast orte Brun(n:1,...,u - 1) or Bu,(n - I ,. ..,ct, -- l)aeeording
to whether K is imaginary or real.

University of Turku
Turku, X'inland
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